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About This Game

Ever since you were a child, you dreamed of flying amongst other racers with your dragon, and so, when the chance came to
become one, you leaped for it. But, things are not always so simple.

Dragon Racer is a 420,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Tierra Wright, where your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you show all of those who doubt you that you have what it takes to ride with the greatest dragon racers? Will you form
bonds with them, stronger than you ever thought possible, or will you use those around you to simply push your own agenda?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, or bi.

 Name your dragon, and help shape his personality.

 Train your dragon in three different areas of racing.

 Fly you dragon in many different racing events.

 Learn the truth about your past and uncover the secrets of Abauruth.
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Very short, very easy, very confusing at times, Mysterious Castle makes a lot of promises but fails to deliver them, just like Bob
Huggins in the NCAA tournament.

The premise is simple enough --you are in a "castle" which is a series rooms. You have to solve all of the puzzles in one room in
order to access the next. In each room is a variety of furniture and decorations, though the contents of each room doesn't change
much.

Like all point and click adventures, you have to manipulate your mouse precisely and accurately so that you click on the correct
object. Unlike most point and click adventures, this game does not tell you when you move the mouse over something
significant. This was the first sign to me that this was going to be a bad game -- you literally have to click all over the room to
grab something that makes no sense to grab -- like in the first room, the stick leaning against the shelves. Why?

Ultimately, the lack of the pointer highlighting an object (or however else the game would let you know you're looking at
something significant) leads to a prolonged experience. And that's important with this game because it is EXTREMELY short.

As other reviewers have pointed out, your "movement" between areas in each room is EXTREMELY slow. This was another
bad sign when I started playing -- slow movement making up for a lack of content.

Other criticisms -- there doesn't seem to be much rhyme or reason why you would perform some actions or why you would want
to explore one part of the room but be completely unable to explore another. The objects that you pick up are a little obscure in
their identity as well -- in one room I picked up am object that looked to me to be like a piece of undeveloped or developed
film. This made no sense because the game obviously takes place in kind of medieval times. Unlike most point and click
adventures, this game doesn't tell you what the object is when you pick it up, doesn't tell you what it is when you rest the pointer
over it, and you can't right click on an item to have a closer look. It was only with a combination of random clicks that I realized
the piece of film wasn't that -- it was a box of nails. That's a pretty big problem when you can't figure out what something is
unless you have a purely random experience.

Many areas of each room make no sense that you would want to explore -- in the tutorial room, the second piece of what you are
looking for is behind one of the lanterns on the wall. Of course it is! What rational person wouldn't look behind a lantern
mounted on a wall?!

In the end, this game was reduced to random, frustrating clicks. There isn't a storyline that I can find, other than somehow
you've gotten yourself trapped in a castle whose builder apparently had no sense of proportion, direction, function, or decor.
Fung Shui has no meaning in this game. It's like a digitized version of the famous Winchester House, where the owner built
stairways that didn't go anywhere and doors that opened to brick walls. I realized this finally when I had to set the dials on a lock
that opened a window -- and then the window opened to another room. Made sense.

Truly, I'm writing this review so that, when you look back on your life when you are in your elder years -- you don't dread
wasting two hours of it on one of the sh*ttiest games on Steam.. Been waiting for a long while for this game, but it is finally out
and it was worth the wait. :D Open mic mode is really fun and works well with sites like youtube and the survival and bossrush
modes are fun and challenging.. cute and funny
justice for ophelia. You do not fly anything in this game. You move around the cursor to collect energy. It is not a bad game, it
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is just not what the game description claims. That description sounds more like their Asteroid Bounty Hunter. Marketing hype is
one thing.... lying is another. Because they are attempting to mislead players I cannot recommend the game!. It has many
technical problems. the worst issue I faced was saving. I passed many puzzles and when I died, the check point suddenly
changed and I had to start from the begining of the stage. I don't konw if that was a glitch or not. In general, the game can't be
played and the developers should fix these issues. Without fixing, it is impossible to complete this game.. Wow! The most
athmospheric and challeging simulation I have played in a long time. Really makes you feel like being on that ice moon,
exploring anomalies under the ice. Great graphics and a dry sense of humour.
But navigating the probe is very very challenging at times (I recomment using the X-Box controller): Disengage auto leveling, so
you can point the laser up- or downwards at a steep angle to vaporize and anylyze samples... but disengaging auto leveling also
means that you are then applying thrust which moves you sideways and thus away from the target above or beyond you.
Same thing for fighting against the currents of vents in tight spots. Normal thrust in auto leveling mode may be too weak, but
manoevering manually at the required high speed easily crashes you into the next cave wall.
Took me 8h to complete the game story. A bit abrupt ending and some wheels with a wheel are still turning in my head. Hope
there will be some future DLC or follow-on story.
But I will surely replay this episode from time to time. Very good value for the price!. I am a Horror game streamer 
(http://twitch.tv/roshelleld) and out of all of the horror games that I have played, so far Araya has proven to be a brilliant game!
I'm only a few chapters in, and the jump scares & ambiant sounds are amazing. This game has left me, my stream partner 
(http://twitch.tv/ghostgt27) and all of my followers shaking in fear.

Despite some of the minor glitches & a few control issues, I have to put this game in my TOP favorites! I find it hard to find a
good horror survival game that actually scares me! Most of the horror games that you find now days are shooters. This is
amazing! A MUST PURCHASE!

*Special note to the DEVs of this game: I interview DEVs on my twitch channel to help get the word out about their games. I
would love to have you guys as a special guest on my channel one day! If you are interested, please feel free to contact me!*

***After playing the entire game I have to add to my review, that these DEVs did not short change you in the total time played!
Araya was brilliant, leaving me and my viewers speachless! Well done! I can't wait to play your next horror game! Totally in my
top 3 horror games ever!***. This game is very fun because I have played when I was a boy.

so I really miss this game.. If you can ignore the tanks, this is a pretty solid game about the first World War. I remember I was
raging at the time of the game's release that they unrealistically depict the equipment used in that Great War, but after
"Battlefield 1" I say it's okay for a video game. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=792098623 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=792644818
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they never released anything and the current version is basically unplayable. nuff said.. For god's sake this thing just crashed and
doesn't have any autosave or restore previous file feature, really!?. Very nice game, it reminds me of Panzers I and Panzers II....
so good games by stormregion :). my son loved it wish there was more verity of fish. These old point and clicks are pretty great.
Fairly short though, wait for a sale and pick up on the cheap. This game is fantastic. I loved it so much after only a few hours
into it I bought three more copies for my girlfriend and my two best friends. Seriously worth it. I was cackling when Kyle and
Charlie showed up. Hilarious, heart warming, and very thoughtfully written. Though i got it on sale, its totally worth the full
price. I just wish I could date all of the guys instead of just one! I love them all so much. Or at least Frankie and Kyle! My
boys!!!

. Don't bother, it's not worth it.. The game has so much potential to be good but right now it is frustratingly impossible to play.
The repetitive beginning is so frustrating and it seems as if there is no guide to how the skills line up with the genre of game you
are choosing. I think some sort of WIKI would be great for this game so it could guide the players on how to get started and how
to build a foundation for your character in the game. There is a lot of potential but it's almost like the developer rushed the
release. I hope this game gets better but for now I'm done playing until some more updates are released.
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